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Canadian debut of Wings and Wizards on now  
at BC Place 

 
FINAL WEEKS TO SEE THIS INTERACTIVE, FAMILY-FRIENDLY EXPERIENCE 

 
For Immediate Release – July 12, 2021 
 
Vancouver, BC: Tickets are now on sale for the final weeks of Wings and Wizards: A Magical Experience 
for the Whole Family at BC Place Stadium. The immersive entertainment experience, which is drawing 
outstanding reviews, is the creation of Vancouver based non-profit organization SHINE Experiences. 
SHINE Experiences is the collaboration of a number of individuals and companies within the creative 
sector and is led by some of North America’s most celebrated audio-visual talent, including internationally 
acclaimed “Dragon Expert” Jonathan Symmonds, who has animated dragons for Game of Thrones. 

Tickets for this enchanting, touch-free, and family-friendly experience are now on sale to the general 
public on the exhibit website: www.wingsandwizards.com. 

“Wings and Wizards is the coming together of technology and cutting-edge interactivity; including 
projections, props and soundscapes,” says Creative Director Adrian Scott. “The creative team who came 
together to develop this project are some of the top minds in the field and they have created a theatrical 
experience that is truly special.” 

Wings and Wizards has been specifically designed with stringent COVID-19 protocols in place, in full 
accordance with British Columbia’s public health guidelines. Onsite rules and procedures for this 
contactless experience will include hygiene stations, a definitive audience flow, and physically distanced, 
timed, and staggered entry for pods of up to 6 people within the same social bubble. Masks are 
encouraged. 

https://www.wingsandwizards.com/
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Event:  Wings and Wizards: A Magical Experience for the Whole Family 
Dates:  Summer, 2021 
Venue: BC Place, Gate A, directly off Terry Fox Plaza (Beatty St. at Robson St.)  
Hours:  Please visit the website for all available timeslots 

Ticket Prices: Tickets are sold individually or in family groups. 1pack with 1 wand: $65, 2pack with 1 wand: 
$100, 3pack with 1 wand: $115, 4pack with 1 wand: $130, 5pack with 1 wand: $155, 6pack with 1 wand: 
$180 

Tickets are available online at www.wingsandwizards.com. 
Recommended Ages: This is a family-friendly exhibit for all ages. 24-months and under – free.  

Social Media  

FB: /vanwizards 
IG: @vanwizards Hashtag: #vanwizards  

Please Note: Strobe lights and flickering projections will be part of the exhibit, which will run 
approximately 45 minutes from entry to exit.  

Images Available: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/o24agc4uflacpb9/AAB-sxSVQn5mYWBZw23WwiFja?dl=0 

About SHINE Experiences  

Using art as its mechanism, SHINE Experiences nurtures a love of digital and light-based art in the general 
population by focusing on intelligent, thoughtful, and provocative pieces that drive curiosity and connect 
different communities. SHINE Experiences educates individual artists using digital and light-based 
artworks in best practises, with a specific focus on youth, indigenous artists and under-represented 
minority groups. https://shineexperiences.com   

About Go2 Productions  

From 3D projection mapping to immersive environments, video and experiential projects, Go2 is focused 
on creatively using technology to design unforgettable experiences. Expertly weaving together art, 
soundscape and digital mastery, the award-winning team transforms physical spaces into magical places 
that thrill and inspire. www.go2productions.com   

About Innovation Lighting  

As a boutique supplier of stage lighting equipment and creative design services in the live events industry, 
they believe in forward thinking and look to new technologies for creative inspiration and unconventional 
ideas. www.innovationlighting.net   

About Spectra Events Group  

Spectra Event Group is an award-winning event design and décor firm that creates customized 
experiences for live events. They design environments with intent, connecting every element of the guest 

http://www.wingsandwizards.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/o24agc4uflacpb9/AAB-sxSVQn5mYWBZw23WwiFja?dl=0
https://shineexperiences.com/
http://www.go2productions.com/
http://www.innovationlighting.net/
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experience with a cohesive story. Each component, from big bold installations to small thoughtful details, 
invites guests to explore and immerse themselves in the experience. www.spectraeventgroup.com   

Media Contacts: 

Laura Ballance     Josh Kilner 
Laura@LBMG.ca   JKilner@LBMG.ca  
604.771.5176    778.989.1469 
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